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Orient Electric expands air coolers range with high capacity models 

 

National, April 10, 2024: Orient Electric Limited [BSE: 541301, NSE: ORIENTELEC], part of the diversified USD 

2.9 billion CK Birla Group, has expanded its already extensive lineup of air coolers with addition of new high-

capacity models across Desert and Commercial categories. With larger tank capacities, advanced features and 

superior performance, these high-capacity coolers cater to larger spaces and more demanding cooling needs. 

The company is eyeing high double-digit growth in air coolers this season. 

Gaurav Dhawan, Business Head – ECD, Orient Electric Limited said, “With weather experts forecasting above-

normal temperatures and potential heat waves this summer, we are anticipating significant traction in air 

coolers. We are today one of the top selling brands in the country in the segment, offering a wide range of 

coolers in different shapes, sizes, capacities, and materials to cater to every need and space. Our range 

includes more than 60 models including IoT-enabled & voice-controlled air coolers, metal-bodied coolers, and 

energy saving inverter air coolers. At Orient Electric, our focus has always been on understanding and 

addressing consumer needs. With our new high-capacity air coolers, we aim to offer superior cooling solutions 

tailored to the demands of regions experiencing extreme summer conditions, including the states of Madhya 

Pradesh, Haryana, Punjab, and Rajasthan. With our robust lineup of coolers and a favourable weather 

forecast, we are expecting a good season ahead.” 

Some of the new models launched include Smartchill 125L, Avante 105L and Titan 100L in desert cooler 

category and Maxochill 100L in commercial cooler category. These coolers come equipped with fan blades 

with Aero Fan technology which ensures an impressive and longer air throw of up to 60-feet.  

Orient air coolers flaunt aesthetically pleasing designs and finishes and incorporate advanced technologies to 

ensure superior performance. Some of the salient features of Orient air coolers include Honeycomb pads with 

DenseNest technology ensuring longer water retention resulting in 25% more cooling, Auto Fill function, 

mosquito breeding prevention, ice chamber, collapsible louvers, and castor wheels, among others. From 

plastic to metal coolers and commercial to industrial air coolers, Orient Electric offers a diverse range of 

cooling solutions catering to diverse needs and usage environments. 
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About Orient Electric Ltd.  

Orient Electric Limited is part of USD 2.9 billion diversified CK Birla Group, with strong manufacturing 
capabilities and presence in over 30 countries. It is a trusted brand for consumer electrical products in India, 
offering a diverse portfolio of fans, lighting, home appliances and switchgears. In the domestic market, it has 
penetration up to the small towns with a well-organised distribution network reaching 1,25,000 retail outlets 
and a strong service network covering more than 450 cities. Orient Electric has established itself in the market 
as one-stop solution provider of lifestyle electrical solutions. For more information, visit 
www.orientelectric.com.   

About CK Birla Group  

The CK Birla Group, with a revenue of USD 2.9 billion, is an Indian multinational conglomerate. With over 
35,000 employees, the group operates 49 manufacturing facilities across India and internationally, with a 
presence in diverse sectors, including technology, automotive, home and building and healthcare. The 
companies share a common ambition of serving customers, partners and communities to create long term 
value through trust-based relationships and philanthropy. The Trusts and Foundations established by the 
family over the last seven decades actively support social development and healthcare advancements, 
through the promotion of science, technology, education, art and culture.  The CK Birla Group companies 
include Birlasoft Limited, GMMCO Limited, HIL Limited, National Engineering Industries Limited 
(manufacturer of NBC Bearings), Orient Cement Limited, Orient Electric Limited, Orient Paper & Industries 
Limited, AVTEC Limited, and CK Birla Healthcare Private Limited which operates CK Birla Hospitals and Birla 
Fertility & IVF Centres. For more information, visit www.ckbirlagroup.com. 
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